
Returning from Ketchikan (with journal notes) by Ashlyn Brown

Russell raced solo in the 
2017 Race to Alaska with 
the plan that we would sail 
home together. (see post) 
We spent a few days in 
Ketchikan to buy a brand 
new outboard for the trip 
home. Russell had decided 
that pedalling home would 
be ‘no fun’ after depending 
on it during his race. He was 
able to cobb together a 
temporary motor mount (the 
original mount was sitting at 
home) with materials and 
tools provided by generous 
locals. The Ketchikan Yacht 
Club was especially accommodating and friendly and we simply could not miss their 
Friday night barbecue, and the opportunity to hang out with locals and other racers. 
What an interesting bunch of human beings...  

We left in a light drizzle at 8:30 am on Saturday June 24th. This is what ran around in 
my head at the time... “I’m singing in the rain, just singing in the rain, what a glorious 
feeling, many thanks, Ketchikan... I’m smiling at the clouds, Bye bye, cruise ship 
crowds, I’m singing and sailing in the rain...”  I know... how cheezy can ya get!
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We took someone’s advice and anchored that evening in Foggy Bay. We slept early and 
were up at dawn and sailing in the pink morning light.
It seemed like it took forever to get into Prince Rupert. Literally hundreds of fishing 
boats were pouring out of the channel in a steady stream. Once there and cleared into 
Canada, we enjoyed hot showers, a walk to the supermarket, and a nice lunch at the 
Cow Bay Cafe. We left and happened upon nearby Dodge Cove for the night. Whilst 
taking a walk ashore at this quiet old boat building community, we met the dock master 
in her garden, paid up, and realized that her house guests were a young family we had 
met in Haida Gwaii two years earlier. Nice surprise! That night we hunkered down 
behind our mosquito net and watched a few crows (or ravens?) on the fishing boat 
behind us, washing themselves in puddles on deck, pecking at the fishnets, and 
chatting in that diverse and wild vocabulary they have.
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June 26th, we headed toward Grenville Channel. We had enough phone signal to look 
at the R2AK tracker and located nearby North bound teams, Rod Price Adventure and 
Viz Reporter (eager for new power bars) and shortly thereafter,  Team Rush Aweigh 
(wishing they had a faster boat). 
Grenville Channel was O.K. We enjoyed some mild sailing and fair scenery, several 
waterfalls, and little traffic. It is long, however, and we anchored about 2/3rds of the way 
in Lowe Bay.

June 27th; 8:30 am, lots of 
whales off the north end of 
Gill Island. 9:00am; a lone 
whale, possibly Fin, off of 
Block Point, Ferret Island. 

2:30pm; greeted and accompanied by 
black and white dolphins in Laredo 
Channel. They played at our bows for nearly a half hour. Wow...



We decided to check out Higgins Passage, which looks impassable on the Navionics 
chart but I had seen race boats going through on the R2AK tracker and we were 
curious.  We easily got through on a moderately high tide, anchoring in the east end. 
We loved this place for its many little islands and lake like waters. Wished we had the 
dinghy to play in. I recently tried to learn the history of this place but the internet seems 
devoid. Surely this was once, or still is, an important place to First Nations. In early 
evening we saw a beach cat come in and we thought they would have to come our way 
to get through. Clearly one of the R2AK teams that knew of a different way through the 

channel.

June 28; A heavy, low blanket of cloud but no rain as we 
made our way to Bella Bella. 8:40am Orca pod with 
young, SW coast of Lady Douglas Island.  
In Bella Bella, we were gifted, fresh off the boat, a Spring 
Salmon! THANK YOU fisherman of Bella Bella! We did 
our shopping there and then, more out of curiosity, made 
the distance out of the way to Shearwater. To our surprise, 
this was a full fledged marina with a fleet of cruisers in all 
types of sailing and motor yachts. The laundry and 
showers were great and the super market was limited and 
pricey. The harbour master, Christophe Greve, generously 
gave us free moorage. He is a fan of the R2AK and was 
very friendly. We decided to look for a quiet anchorage 
though and continued on to Fancy Bay on the north end of 
Hunter Island. A lovely spot.

June 29;10:40am; gray or fin whales off Kiltic Cove. Light 
air sailing most of the day to Millbrook Cove in Smith 
Sound. Huge flocks of gulls and eagles fishing “en masse” 
some kind of small schooling fish.

June 30: motor sailing in big 
ocean swells all the way 

around Cape Caution. Plenty of traffic; fishing boats, 
barges, whales, sea otters, a loon, and plenty of logs.

July 1st is Canada Day; On our way to Port McNeil, a Star 
Princess cruise ship passed us in the narrow channel. 
Surprisingly, or perhaps not, the wake was extremely 
aggressive, slamming our rudders and boom violently and 
unsecured things inside toppled and rolled into the bilge. 
This cannot possibly be healthy for the shorelines. After a 
brief stop in Port McNiel, we wanted to check out Sointula 
on Malcom Island. We landed at the Government dock, 
greeted by festive sailors celebrating Canada Day. In fact, 
The marina was hosting a big family fun, live music, crafts 
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and baked goods festival. Free loaner 
bikes made our tour of the town extra fun 
and a visit to the museum made the place 
especially memorable. Lots of character 
and real charm in Sointula. 
We kept going, stopped in Telegraph 
Cove for showers and on to Growler Cove 
for the night. Growler Cove was where 
Russell had waited out a gale during the 
R2AK. 

July 2nd; Johnstone Straights. We had a 
very mild weather window and plenty of 
time to observe massive logging 
operations as we progressed south. 
We motored a bit, sailed a bit until.... 
Right off Chatham Point, the motor 
sputtered. Russell immediately 
investigated and just as immediately 
blurted out several expletives while 
simultaneously pushing the stop button 
and popping the lid. Black acrid smoke 
billowed out and as we fought to raise the 
shaft, realized that the handle on the back 
had actually melted off. After a choking 
scramble, we had the motor secured. We 
plopped down on the seat and looked at 
each other rather stunned. We had babied 
this motor, had been very attentive to it. 
How the **ll did we toast it? Our next 
thought was that now we were dependant 
on sails only and we’d better get serious 
about it. Then Russell lit up; eyebrows 
raised and a half smile.  “what? what?” I 
asked... “The pedal drive!” he exclaimed. 
In our momentary shock, we had forgotten 
about it. It was now a comfort and yes..we 
really needed it! Mostly we used it to 
chase a breeze as we spent the rest of 
our trip in very light winds if any at all. 
Truth be told, losing the motor made our 
trip far more interesting. We had to work 
at making progress, day or night if need 
be, and I learned a lot about sailing into 
and out of tight anchorages.
After spending a couple of days visiting 
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friends in the Okisollo, we spent the night in Harriet Bay and enjoyed a refreshing swim. 
On the 6th we basically pedalled all day to make 12 nm to Mitelnatch Island, arriving 
near sunset. The translation of one of the First Nations names for this island is, in effect, 
‘the island that never gets closer’ (yep!) 
but the most interesting thing about 
Mitelnatch is that it is roughly where the 
tidal flows meet from North and South 
around Vancouver Island. In other words, 
at Mitelnatch, there is no current, the tide 
only goes up and down. North or South of 
Mitelnatch there is lots of current but it 
flows in opposite directions. We got there 
sweaty and tired, so our first task, to the 
cacophony of bird chatter, was a shower 
on deck, not realizing that there was an 
entire family camped in the ranger house 
watching.  The blinding glare from the 
shack roof totally hid the people beneath 
it.  oops. 
Around midnight we awoke to the sound of 
a fair breeze and we  pulled anchor, nearly 
scraped some paint off on the surrounding 
rocks, and had an amazing starlit sail. I 
might have even seen a UFO on my watch 
that night. I can readily rule out drone, 
airplane, helicopter, or space 
station....Surely it was bizarre and 
unidentifiable for me.

Tribune Bay; a walk and a swim, and a 
rolly polly night..ugh.
July8th; Hornby Island to Lasquite; Orcas 
and wave leaping...the boat that is. I was 
rather shakey by the time we settled for 
the night. We captured some of this in the 
video.

Little wind, all the way to Nanaimo. 
Stopped for a couple hours to do laundry, 
have an ice cream, and wait for favorable 
tide at Dodd Narrows. Watched some of 
the Dragonboat races happening that day. 
We waited a bit long as it was slow going 
toward Dodd but we got through. Anchored 
in Herring Bay for the night with mere 
inches of water under the boat at low tide.
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July 10th, slow going. Pedalling and 
spinnaker. Stopped by Wise Island 
to wait for favorable current and then 
to Prevost for the night. We enjoyed 
a beautiful moonrise that night and a 
visit from friends who happened to 
be anchored there too.
July 11th; Oak Bay and dinner with 
friends.

The 
next day, we crossed the Straights of Juan De Fuca, and 
arrived into Port Townsend a little after lunch. I get excited 
when I see Point Wilson, though, after seeing the 
beautifully maintained light houses of Canada, I wish the 
US would give some attention to our many sad looking 
and dilapidated light house locations. Of course the 
waterfront of Port Townsend is a lovely sight, but I felt 
ready for home only as it came into view.  I could just as 
easily have kept going. 

This trip was one of being in the moment. I did not take all 
that many pictures or video as I usually do. We did not 
have a dinghy so we stayed onboard a lot. We did not 
have internet and rarely turned the phone on. I was not 
thinking about the future or the past. I was where I was at 
that moment, soaking up the sights, sounds, smells, 
atmospheric pressure, and the wonder of it all. I loved it. 
We loved it, and we both really needed it. 

I believe it is good for humans to 
periodically  “push the reset button”. If 
we, humans in general, can get far 
enough away from all the craziness, we 
can check in with our humanity, both 
inner and common... Perhaps rethink 
our values and how we spend our days. 
We live in a truly beautiful world. We 
need to take care of it and by doing so, 
we are better able to take care of each 
other.


